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How to Use Your Level 2 Teacher’s Manual 
(copyright 2015-2018, black & white interior)

with the Color Edition Readers, Activity Book, and Word Cards 

Are you using a third edition (copyright 2015-2018) All About® Reading Level 2 Teacher’s Manual? Good 
news! Your older edition Teacher’s Manual is compatible with the color edition (copyright 2019 or newer) 
Word Cards, Leap into Reading activity book, and the What Am I? and Queen Bee readers. You’ll simply 
need to make a few small changes to your older Teacher’s Manual.

Follow these steps to coordinate your original edition Teacher’s Manual with items from 
the color edition:

1. On page 34, the “Open or Closed?” activity has been replaced with a new activity called “Party 
Monsters Go Shopping.”

2. On page 61, the “Be a Lumberjack” activity is now found on pages 49-51.

3. On page 62, the sheets for the Practice Fluency section are now found on pages 53-54.

4. On page 72, insert Word Card #39 SCRAM under “Practice Reading Words” at the top of the page 
(you will now need Word Cards #31-39 for this section). Skip the script that teaches the Leap Word 
DO as Word Card #39 (the DO card has been eliminated; SCRAM replaces it). 

5. On page 107, the Word Flippers activity is now found on pages 113-119. A new activity (“Party 
Monsters Play the Name Game”) now appears on page 111. 

6. On page 108, the sheets for the Practice Fluency section are now found on pages 121-124.

7. On page 158, a new activity (“Party Monsters Form Teams”) has been inserted after the “Wake Up 
the Sheep” activity. 

8. On page 159, the sheets for the Practice Fluency section are now found on pages 187-188.

9. On page 191, the “What’s for Dinner?” activity has been slightly updated and is now called “Party 
Monsters Make Dinner.”

10. The What Am I? and Queen Bee readers are completely compatible with the older edition 
Teacher’s Manual. (Note: Due to minor updates and edits to the stories, you may need to 
occasionally adjust the comprehension questions and/or page number references in the New 
Teaching section of the “Read a Story” lessons in your older Teacher’s Manual.)
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